
This...... 
is for the soulpreneurs

 
For those who have made, or are making, their passion(s) into their business

 
For those who are working to create a life in which they can live and thrive by offering their unique

gifts to the world
 

This is for the soulpreneurs
 

Who are ready to dive deep
 

And to create that digital visual representation of this extension of themselves (what is generally called
your 'business') 

 
that they've been craving for 
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Let me give you a lay of the land
 

and introduce you into what we can do together
 

Because what we do is really diving into YOU
 

into the things that you offer
 

into why you offer them
 

& into what they look like to you 
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In Conscious WebDesign we embark on a journey together to uncover why and how all the things you
offer are connected and how we can visually connect them. Oftentimes, when there's various offers
involved, it can bring you to a space wherein you might wonder on how these can be visually brought
together in one and the same space - namely, your website. 

In CWD, we work from the premise that all these different things have one very big and beautiful
common denominator - YOU. After all, all these things that you offer, what are they but an extension
of you?

They tap into what you deem important
They tap into what lights you up

And so, you are really the common ground between all these things you wish to share with the world -
and that's exactly what's going to tie them AND your website together

A variety of offers is beautiful

It's also where the power of CWD lies: on you being this multidimensional being, on you being this
unique individual with various gifts to share, on you not sticking to this idea that your business should
be centered on one and one thing only, one direction only.

Because your business is an extension of you. It's an extension of the things that you care about and the
things that you want to share with the world. 

These are all things we are going to dive into together, the big bad beautiful 'how' of which is a central
part of the process. In order to do so, I've developed an extensive toolkit that we make use of together,
ranging from guided visualisations to coaching sessions to journaling prompts. 

On top of that, the process is highly customised - after all, this is about you. As such, in order for CWD
to be a match for you, you can be in various stages in your business, in various stages around building
clarity around your brand. The only box you need to tick is that you're multi-passionate and ready to
dive DEEP into yourself. 
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You'll receive
a clear understanding of how you decorate yourself and your online spaces

a deepdive into why & how your brand is an extension of you

journaling prompts &  exercises to explore the essences of you &  your brand

guided live calls &  custom channeled visualisations

ongoing 1: 1 support

A branding palette (to be used for whatever part of your business you desire)

&  obviously a website that is yours to it's very core

The Exchange
CWD comes with a financial exchange of 2999,- EUR (excl. 21% taxes). This covers both the 4-5
month deepdive trajectory, as well as the building of the website. This will get you all the goodness,
the process, the guidance, and a 3-page website with standard funcitonality (extention options are
possible). Further, the website is built on the Wix platform (which means that there will be an
additional webhosting fee from Wix ranging between 4,50-45 euros a month). This offering is more
about the process & the end-product for both you and me, than it is about me putting many many
many hours into coding it from scratch and managing your domain for you (Wix will take care of
that). Rather, this is about us, creating something that feels authentic to you & your business,
together, and the ways in which I facilitate that and deliver the online space to you is what makes
this approach so special. In addition, the building itself will be done by our mega-talented, creative &
intuitive in-house frontender and UX-expert Noana Smits. Towards the end of the trajectory I will
transfer all relevant materials & content to her, so that she can do her magic too. 
ps - payment plans are available for no additional costs 
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-----------------------------------------------------------
The website of the soulpreneur is more than a website. It

is a reflection of your passions & your soul.
-----------------------------------------------------------

My love,
 

I would love to hop on a call with you, so we can both feel into if we want to create this together.
 

With so much love & excitement,
 

Ocean Gezina


